AREAS OF LOCAL POLICY THAT AFFECT URBAN AGRICULTURE AND COMMUNITY GARDENING

NOTE: This list was produced with the understanding that there may not be specific ordinances or statute covering it, rather many procedures may be guided by administrative rules or specific department guidelines.

LAND TENURE AND USAGE
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITY
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

SOIL TOXINS/ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS THAT WOULD PROHIBIT USE FOR FOOD

STORMWATER CONTAINMENT OR USE

COMPOST/"Unwholesome substances"
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

LIVESTOCK RAISING
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

LIVESTOCK RAISING
Including city or county policy on land sales; first rights of refusal on abandoned, non-buildable lots; time frames for non-owner use; commercial sales and how

NOTE: This list was produced with the understanding that there may not be specific ordinances or statute covering it, rather many procedures may be guided by administrative rules or specific department guidelines.

COMMUNITY GARDENING
AREAS OF LOCAL POLICY THAT AFFECT URBAN AGRICULTURE AND